Internal states can shape stimulus responses and decision-making, but we lack methods to identify internal states and how they evolve over time. To address this gap, we have developed an unsupervised method to identify internal states from behavioral data, and have applied it to the study of a dynamic social interaction. During courtship, Drosophila melanogaster males pattern their songs using feedback cues from their partner. Our model uncovers three latent states underlying this behavior, and is able to predict the moment-to-moment variation in natural song patterning decisions. These distinct behavioral states correspond to different sensorimotor strategies, each of which is characterized by different mappings from feedback cues to song modes. Using the model, we show that a pair of neurons previously thought to be command neurons for song production are sufficient to drive switching between states. Our results reveal how animals compose behavior from previously unidentified internal states, a necessary step for quantitative descriptions of animal behavior that link environmental cues, internal needs, neuronal activity, and motor outputs. 2 to make correct choices when attending versus when distracted, and will consume food when 3 hungry but suppress eating when sated. A number of studies in animals highlight that the nervous 4 system encodes these context-dependent effects by remodeling sensorimotor activity at every level, 5 from sensory processing, to decision-making, all the way to motor activity [1, 2, 6, 10, 14, 25, 43]. For 6 instance, recordings from rodent cortical neurons reveal that neural activity can be more strongly 7 correlated with the state of locomotion versus the statistics of sensory stimuli during sensory-driven 8 tasks [50, 62]. Across model systems, locomotion can also change the gain of sensory neurons, 9 causing them to be more or less responsive, as well as leading to production of distinct behavioral 10 outputs when these neurons are activated [16, 31, 39, 47, 60, 63, 69]. And it is not simply action that 11 modulates neural activity but also internal goals and needs. Circuits involved in driving courtship 12 or aggression behaviors in rodents and flies show different patterns of activity, as motivation to 13 court or fight changes [34, 42, 56, 74, 75]. Neurons can be modulated by multiple mechanisms in 14 1/47 order to promote these goals: otherwise quiescent neurons can be activated. For example, during 15 hunger states, chemosensory neurons that detect desirable stimuli are facilitated and enhance their 16 response to these cues [45, 57, 66]. Downstream from sensory neurons, the needs of an animal can 17 cause the same neurons to produce different behaviors -foraging instead of eating, for instance -18 when ensembles of neurons are excited or inhibited by neuromodulators that relay information 19 about state [12, 22, 33, 35]. 20 Despite evidence that internal states affect both behavior and sensory processing, we currently 21 lack methods to identify the changing internal states of an animal over time. While some states can 22 be controlled for or measured externally, such as nutritional status or walking speed, animals are 23 also able to switch between internal states that are difficult to identify, measure, or control. One 24 approach to solving this problem is to identify states in a manner that is agnostic to an animal's 25 sensory environment. These approaches attempt to identify whether the behavior an animal 26 produces can be explained by some underlying discrete state, for example with a hidden Markov 27 Model (HMM) [8, 27, 38, 71]. However, in many cases, the repertoire of behaviors produced by an 28 animal may stay the same, while what changes is either the way in which sensory information 29 patterns these behaviors or patterns the transitions between behaviors. Studies that dynamically 30 predict behavior using past sensory experiences have provided important insight into sensorimotor 31 processing but typically assume that an animal is in a single state [15, 19, 21, 64]. These techniques 32 make use of regression methods such as generalized linear models (GLMs) that identify a 'filter' 33 that describes how a given sensory cue is integrated over time to best predict future behavior. Here 34 we take a novel approach to understanding behavior by using a combination of hidden state models 35 (HMMs) and sensorimotor models (GLMs) to investigate the acoustic behaviors of the vinegar fly 36 D. melanogaster.
, fast pulses or P fast (orange), slow pulses or P slow (red), and sine song (blue). Song is organized into trains of a particular type of song in a sequence (multiple pulses in a row constitute a pulse train) as well as bouts (multiple trains followed by no song, represented here by a black line). b. Fly feedback cues: male/female forward velocity (mFV/fFV), male/female lateral and rotational speeds (mLS/fLS and mRS/fRS), male/female forward and lateral accelerations (mFA/fFA and mLA/fLA), the component of male forward and lateral velocity in the direction of the female (mfFV and mfLS) and the component of the female forward and lateral velocity in the direction of the male (fmFV and fmLS), as well as the distance between the animals (mfDist) and the absolute angle from female/male heading to male/female center (mfAngle and fmAngle). c. Schematic illustrating the multinomial GLM which takes as input feedback cues and passes these through a linear filtering stage. There is a separate set of linear filters for each possible song mode. These filters are passed through a nonlinearity and the relative probability of observing each output (no song, P fast , P slow , sine song) gives the overall likelihood of song production. d. Schematic illustrating the GLM-HMM. At each time point t, the model is in a discrete hidden state. Each hidden state has a distinct set of multinomial GLMs that predict the type of song that is emitted as well as the probability of transitioning to a new state. e. i, Ten seconds of natural courtship song consisting of no song (black), P fast (orange), P slow (red), and sine (blue). ii, The conditional probability of each output type for this stretch of song under the standard GLM. iii, The conditional probability of the same song data under the 3-state GLM-HMM; predictions are made one step forward at a time using past feedback cues and song mode history (see Methods). f. (i), One second of natural song. (ii) and (iii), conditional probability of each song mode under GLM (ii) and GLM-HMM (iii), as in (e). Normalized log-likelihood on test data (in bits/sec; see Methods). The GLM outperforms the 'Chance' model (p < 1e-20) , but the 3-state GLM-HMM produces the best performance (each open circle represents predictions from one courtship pair (only 100 of the 276 pairs shown for visual clarity); filled circles represent mean +/-SD). The 3-state model outperformed a 2-state GLM-HMM (p < 1e-40) and the 5-state GLM-HMM (p < 1e-40), but is not significantly different from a 4-state model (p = 0.18). By this metric, the 3-state GLM-HMM slightly outperforms a HMM (1 bit/sec improvement, p < .001). All p-values from two-tailed t test. h. Normalized test log-likelihood during transitions between song modes (e.g., transition from sine to P slow ). The 3-state GLM-HMM outperforms the GLM (p < 1e-100), the 2-state GLM-HMM (p < 1e-60), and substantially outperforms the HMM (p < 1e-160). Figure 2 . a-c. Left panels, the five feedback cues that are most different from the mean when the animal is in the (a) 'close', (b) 'chasing', or (c) 'whatever' state (see Methods for details on z-scoring). Illustration of flies is a representation of each state according to these feedback cues. Right panels, The probability of observing each type of song when the animal is in that state. Filled circles represent individual animals (n=276 animals, small black circles with lines are mean +/-SD). d-g, Distributions of values (z-scored, see Methods) for four of the feedback cues (see Fig. 1b ) and for each state. Although a state may have features that are larger or smaller than average, the distributions are highly overlapping. h. (i) The dwell times of the 'close', 'chasing', and 'whatever' states across all of the data (including both training and validation sets).
(ii) The dwell times of sine trains, pulse trains, and stretches of no song (see Fig. 1a for definition of song modes; P fast and P slow are grouped together here) across all of the data are dissimilar from the dwell times of the states with which they are most associated. Figure 3 . a. A stretch of 5 seconds of song production from the natural courtship data set, with the prediction of states indicated above in colored squares (blue = 'close', green = 'chasing', and purple = 'whatever'). The prediction of the full GLM-HMM model (third row) is very different from the prediction if we assume the animal is always in the 'close' state, 'chasing' state, or 'whatever' state. The output using the song prediction filters from only that state is illustrated in the bottom three rows. The conditional probability (across all data, n=276 animals, error bars represent SEM) of observing a song mode in each state (predicted by the full 3-state GLM-HMM), but using output filters from only one of the states. Conditional probability of the appropriate state is larger than the conditional probability of the out-of-state prediction (p < 1e-4 for all comparisons, one-sample, one-tailed t test corrected with Bonferroni correction). Song mode predictions are highest when using output filters from the correct state. Center lines of box plots represent median, the bottom and top edges represent the 25th and 75th percentiles (respectively). Whiskers extend to +/-2.7 times the standard deviation. c. The five most predictive output filters for each state and for prediction of each of three of the types of song. Filters for types of song are relative to 'no song' filters which are set to a constant term (see Methods). d. Example output filters for each state reveal that even for the same feedback cues, the GLM-HMM shows distinct patterns of integration. Plotted here, male forward velocity (mFV), distance (mfDist), and the male's velocity in the direction of the female (mfFV) -filters can change sign and shape between states. e. Transfer functions (the conditional probability of observing song choice (y axis) as a function of the magnitude of each feedback cue (x axis)) for producing pulse (both P slow and P fast ) versus sine have distinct patterns based on state. For (i) male forward velocity, (ii) female lateral speed, and (iii) distance, the average relationship or transfer function between song choice and the movement cue (black) differs with transfer functions separated by state (blue, green, and purple). f. Output filters that predict pulse versus sine song, for each of three feedback cues: (i) male forward velocity, (ii) female lateral speed, and (iii) distance.
205
We next sought to identify whether the state-specific sensorimotor transformations uncovered 206 relationships between feedback cues ( Fig. 1b ) and song behaviors that were previously hidden.
207
Previous work on song patterning identified male forward velocity (mFV), female lateral speed to increase the probability of switching song type from pulse to sine song [19] ; however, when we 215 examine fLS by state, we found this feature is positively correlated with the production of pulse 216 song in the 'close' state ( Fig. 3e (ii), blue) but negatively correlated with the production of pulse 217 song in the 'chasing' state ( Fig. 3e (ii), green). Finally, the distance between males and females was 218 previously shown to predict the choice to sing pulse (at greater distances) over sine (at shorter 219 distances) -the relatively quieter sine song is produced when males and females are in close 220 proximity [17] . Again, we found this to be true only when the animals are in the 'close' state ( Fig.   221 3e(iii)) but the relationship between distance and song type (pulse versus sine) is inverted in the 222 'chasing' state. Interestingly, when we examine the feedback cue filters ( Fig. 3f ) we find that while 223 mFV and fLS are cumulatively summed to predict song type, the distance filter is a long-timescale 224 differentiator across different timescales in each state, as opposed to the short-timescale integrator 225 found previously [19] . Our GLM-HMM therefore reveals unique relationships between input and 226 output that were not uncovered when data was aggregated across states. of the song motor pathway [34, 41, 70] . The goal was to perturb the circuitry underlying 233 state-switching, and thereby change the mapping between feedback cues and song modes. We 234 focused on three classes of neurons that when activated produce song in solitary males: P1a, a 235 cluster of neurons in the central brain, pIP10, a pair of descending neurons, and vPR6, a cluster of 236 ventral nerve cord (VNC) pre-motor neurons (Fig. 4a ). Across a range of optogenetic stimulus 237 intensities, P1a and pIP10 activation in solitary males induces the production of all three (P fast , 238 P slow , and sine) types of song, whereas vPR6 activation induces only pulse song (P fast and 239 P slow ) [17] . We hypothesized that activation of these neurons could produce changes in song either 240 through directly activating motor pathways or through changing the transformation between 241 sensory information and motor output. Previous work demonstrated that visual information related 242 to estimating the distance between animals is likely relayed to the song pathway between pIP10 243 neurons and VNC song pre-motor neurons [20] . pIP10 neurons could therefore influence how 244 sensory information modulates the song pre-motor network, and consequently affect the mapping 245 between feedback cues and song modes. . e. Comparison of transfer functions (the conditional probability of observing song choice (y axis) as a function of the magnitude of each feedback cue (x axis)); (see Fig. 3e ). Shown here are transfer functions for four feedback cues (male forward velocity (mFV), female lateral speed (fLS), female forward acceleration (fFA), and female forward velocity (fFV). Average across all states (dark gray) represents the transfer function from all data without regard to the state assigned by the model.Transfer functions are calculated from all data. f. Transfer functions for the same four feedback cues shown in (e), but in animals expressing csChrimson in pIP10 while the LED is off (black) or on (red); transfer functions for data from wild type animals across all states (dark grey) reproduced from (e). g. For all seventeen feedback cues, median correlation between transfer functions between 'all states' and the four conditions (pIP10 with ATR+ (LED off or on) or ATR-(LED off or on). Error bars represent median absolute deviation. h. The number of feedback cues with the highest correlation between the wild type transfer functions (separated by state) and the transfer functions for each of the conditions (pIP10 + ATR (LED off or on) and pIP10 ATR-(LED off or on). Blue represents transfer functions most similar to the 'close' state, green to the 'chasing' state, and purple to the 'whatever' state. i. Unpacking the data in (h) for the +ATR condition. j. (top) Previous view of pIP10 function. (bottom) Here, we show that pIP10 activation both drives song production and state-switching -this revised view of pIP10 function would not have been possible without the computational model.
262
To account for the possibility that activating these neurons directly drives song production, we 263 supplemented the GLM-HMM model ( Fig. 1 ) with a filter encoding the presence or absence of the 264 optogenetic LED stimulus. This filter (termed the 'opto filter') was fit separately for each genotype 265 (see Table 1 ) and accounts for the change in probability of producing song that is unrelated to 266 sensory information. This allowed us to directly compare the states found in wild type flies to was no significant change in state (Supplemental Fig. 8a) ), whether the animal was close to or far 284 away from the female (Supplemental Fig. 8b ), or singing or not singing (Supplemental Fig. 8c ).
285
We next explored the possibility that the effect was somehow due to nuances of model fitting.
286
Because vPR6 activation results in changes in song that are similar in aggregate to pIP10 287 activation ( Fig. 4c ) without a change in state ( Fig. 4d ), we conclude that changing state is not 288 synonymous with changing song production. In addition, we found that the change in state could 289 not be simply explained by pIP10 activation having a direct effect on both male and female 290 movements and song (Supplemental Fig. 9a-d For all experiments, we used 3-7 day old virgin flies harvested from density-controlled bottles 431 seeded with 8 males and 8 females. Fly bottles were kept at 25degC and 60% relative humidity. we collected additional data using transgenic flies.
440
Extended Data 
Song segmentation
Song data from Coen et al 2014 [19] was re-segmented to separate P fast and P slow according to 487 Clemens et al [17] . New song data ( Figure 4 ) was also segmented using this new pipeline.
488
Static Model ('chance') 489 The probability of observing each of the four song modes ("no song", P fast , P slow , and "sine") in a 490 given frame was calculated from a random sample of 40 wild type flies, which we term the 'static 491 fly' and denote as p static fly (song type). We use two 'Chance' models: one drawn from song 492 statistics averaged across all of courtship and one drawn from song only at transitions between 493 output types. Thus the probability of observing a particular song mode is determined by:
where N i is the number of time bins during courtship with song mode i, and N is the total number All hyperparameters were inferred by cross-validation from held-out data not used for assessing 500 performance. Across all analyses, models were fit using one data set and performance was validated 501 on data from individuals that were not used in fitting. Because performance is cross-validated on 502 test data, increasing the number of parameters does not necessarily give higher performance values.
503
See for instance Fig. 1g where the 5-state model achieves lower performance than the 3-or 4-state 504 model while having more free parameters.
505
Feedback Cues
506
Data from tracked fly trajectories were transformed into a set of 17 feedback cues that were 507 considered to affect male singing behavior. For each cue, we extracted 4 seconds of data prior to 508 the current frame, sampled at 30 Hz (120 time samples for each cue), resulting in a feature vector 509 of length 17 × 120 = 2040. We augmented this vector with a '1' to incorporate bias, yielding a 510 vector of length 2041 as input to the model in each time bin.
511
For model fitting, we formed a design matrix of size T × 2041, where T is the number of time 512 bins in the dataset from a single fly after discarding the initial four seconds. We concatenated these 513 design matrices across flies so that a single GLM-HMM could be fit to the data from an entire 514 population.
515
Multinomial GLM
516
Previous work [19] used a Bernoulli GLM (also known as logistic regression) to predict song from a 517 subset of the feedback cues that we consider here. That model sought to predict which of two types 518 of song (pulse or sine) a fly would sing at the start of a song bout during certain time windows 519 (e.g., times when the two flies were less than 8 mm apart, and the male had an orientation < 60 520 degrees from the centroid of the female).
521
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Here we instead use a multinomial GLM (also known as multinomial logistic regression) to 522 predict which of four types of song (no song, P fast , P slow , and sine) a fly will sing at an arbitrary 523 moment in time. The model is parametrized by a set of four filters {F S }, S ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, that map 524 the vector of feedback cues to the un-normalized log-probability of each song mode.
525
The probability of each song mode given under the model given feedback cue vector s t can be 526 written:
.
(2)
Note that we can set the first filter to all-zeros without loss of generality. We fit the model via The GLM-HMM we introduce in this paper differs from a standard HMM in two ways. First, the 538 probability over observations is parameterized by a GLM, with a distinct GLM for each latent state.
539
This allows for dynamic modulation of output probabilities based on an input vector s t at each 540 time bin. Second, transition probabilities are also parametrized by GLMs, one for the vector of 541 transitions out of each state. Thus, the probability of transitioning from the current state to another 542 state also depends dynamically on a vector of external inputs (feedback cues) that vary over time.
543
A similar GLM-HMM was described by Escola et al [26] , although it used Poisson GLMs to 544 describe probability distributions over spike train outputs. Here we considered a GLM-HMM with 545 multinomial-GLM outputs, which provides a probability over the four song modes (as described 546 above).
547
Fitting 548 To fit the GLM-HMM to data, we used the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [26] to 549 compute maximum-likelihood estimates of the model parameters. EM is an iterative algorithm that 550 converges to a local optimum of the log-likelihood. The log-likelihood (which may also be referred 551 to as the log marginal likelihood) is given by:
where Y = y 1 , ..., y T are the observations at each time point and Z = z 1 , ..., z T are the hidden 553 states that the model enters at each time point. The joint probability distribution over data and 554 20/47 latents, known as the "complete-data log-likelihood", can be written:
where θ 1 is a parameter vector specifying the probability over the initial latent state z 1 , θ tr denotes 556 the transition model parameters, and θ o denotes the observation model parameters. We will 557 abbreviate 558 π z 1 = p(z 1 |θ 1 ),
P (Z 1 |θ 1 ) is initialized to be uniformly distributed across states and then fit on successive 561 E-steps. 
.., y t and, assuming there are N 568 total states, of being in state m at time t by iteratively computing:
where a i (1) = π i . The backward step does the reverse-it identifies the conditional probability of 570 future observations given the latent state:
where b i (T ) = 1. These allow us to compute the marginal posterior distribution over latent state at 572 every time step, which we denote γ(Z t ) = P (Z t |Y, θ), and over pairs of adjacent latent states, 573 denoted ξ(Z t , Z t+1 ) = P (Z t , Z t+1 |Y, θ), which are given by:
In practice, for larger data sets it is common to run into underflow errors due to repeated 575 multiplication of small probabilities in the equations above. Thus, it is typical to compute {a m (t)} The M-step of the EM algorithm involves maximizing the expected complete-data log-likelihood for the model parameters, where expectation is with respect to the distribution over latents computed during the E-step:
As noted above, our model describes transition and emission probabilities with multinomial 579 GLMs, each of which is parametrized by a set of filters. Because these GLMs contribute 580 independently to α, η, and π terms above, we can optimize the filters for each model separately.
581
Maximizing the π term is equivalent to finding π i = p(Z 1 = i|Y, θ). We maximize the α term as 
where we define all filters from one state to itself F i,i to be 0 without loss of generality.
585
Additionally, we have added regularization penalties into the model in order to avoid overfitting. 586 We tried using both Tikhonov regularization and difference smoothing and found difference 587 smoothing to provide both better out-of-sample performance and filters that were less noisy.
588
Difference smoothing adds a penalty for large differences in adjacent bins in each filter. However, 589 because each filter was applied across U features of length L we did not apply a penalty between 590 bins across features. For some regularization coefficient r, the model that we fit became:
Escola et al [26] provides both the gradient and Hessian for fitting the transition filters during 592 the M-step, although in our hands we found computing the Hessian to be computationally more 593 expensive for the large data sets that we are working with and does not speed up the fitting 594 procedure. We computed the inverse Hessian at the end of each stage of fitting to provide an 595 estimate of the standard error of the fit.
596
The GLM-HMM described by Escola et al [26] was formulated for neural data, in which the 597 outputs at each time were Poisson or Bernoulli random variables (binned spike counts). As noted 598 above, we have modified the model to use categorical outputs to predict the discrete behaviors the 599 animal is performing. Similar to the transition filters, for emission filters one filter may be chosen 600 to be the 'baseline' filter set to 0. We used a multinomial model which assumes coefficients 601 F = F 1 , . . . , F n where the filter F 1 is assumed to be the 'baseline' filter equal to 0. The probability .
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We then maximize the following:
exp(F i,n · s t ))]. (17) In order to avoid overfitting, we increased smoothness between bins by penalizing differences 605 between subsequent bins for each feature using the difference operator D multiplied by the 606 regularization coefficient r as described for the transition filter. No smoothing penalty was applied 607 at the boundary between features. The objective function to optimize becomes: 
After the M-step is complete, we ran the E-step to find the new posterior given the parameters 610 found in the M-step, and continued alternating E and M steps until the log-likelihood increases by 611 less than some threshold amount.
612
We used the minfunc function in MATLAB to minimize the negative expected complete-data 613 log-likelihood in the M step, and used cross-validation to select regularization penalty r over a grid 614 of values. The selected penalty for the 3-state model was r = 0.05.
615
Testing 616
We assessed model performance by calculating the log-likelihood of data held out from training. In can write this as log(p(Y t+1 |Y 1 = y 1 , ..., Y t , θ)) and can be calculated in the same manner as the 621 forward pass of the Expectation step described in the previous section. The prediction for t + 1 is 622 then 623 p(y t+1 |y 1:t , z 1:
Note that this equivalent to the scaling factor used when fitting the forward step of the model in 624 the preceding section. The mean forward log-likelihood that we report is then
We normalized the forward log-likelihood by the performance of the 'Chance' model (described 626 above, Fig. 1g, Supplemental Fig. 2c,e ),
627
LL norm (model) = LL f orward (model) − LL f orward (chance).
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The 'Chance' model was either drawn from the entirety of courtship (Fig. 1g ) or only at 628 transitions between outputs ( Fig. 1h ) (see Static model 'chance ', above) . While this provides a 629 bound on the level of uncertainty of each model, we do not have a way of estimating the intrinsic 630 variability in the male's song patterning system (to do so, would require presenting the identical 631 feedback cue history twice in a row, with the animal in the same set of states).
632
An alternative metric that we report is the log-likelihood of the model where we did not use the 633 past song output to estimate the current state. This alternative requires us to only use the state 634 transition filters to predict current state. Recall from the previous section that p(z t |z t−1 , θ tr ) is the 635 probability of transitioning using only the transition model. Then the probability of being in each 636 state at time t is:
and the log-likelihood of the output is
Giving a normalized log-likelihood measure similar to before:
The normalized log-likelihood of the forward model reports improvement over the 'Chance' 640 model for predicting song mode given knowledge of song history to improve the prediction of the 641 current state. The normalized log-likelihood using only the feedback cues reports improvement over 642 the 'Chance' model for predicting song mode, without accurately estimating the state of the animal 643 -in other words, model performance that comes only from dynamics of the feedback cues.
644
Binning of song 645 We discretized the acoustic recording data to fit the GLM-HMM. Song was recorded at a sampling 646 rate of 10KHz, segmented into 4 song modes (sine, Pfast, Pslow, and no song), and then discretized 647 into time bins of uniform width (33 ms) which corresponds to roughly the inter-event interval 648 between pulse events. We use the modal type of song in each bin to define the song mode in that 649 bin. Because some song pulses have an inter-event interval of > 33ms, we artificially introduced "no 650 song" bins within trains of pulses. To correct this error, we identified the start and end of a run of 651 song as either a transition between types of song (sine, Pfast, or Pslow) or as the transition 652 between a song type and "no song", if the quiet period lasted for > than 80ms. We then corrected 653 "no song" bins that occurred within runs of each song type. In order to up-and down-sample song 654 (Supplemental Fig. 2a,c) , we use the modal song per interpolated bin.
655
Applying filters from only one state ( Fig 3A-B) 656
The likelihood of observing song is typically calculated by applying the filters for each state and 657 multiplying that by the probability of being in each of those states p(state|data)p(emission, state).
658
To calculate the probability of being in a given state, we use the Viterbi algorithm used in HMMs 659 24/47 to find the most likely state. We then apply the filter for state i when the most likely state at time
(26) Fig. 1c ) and 3-state GLM-HMM (see Fig. 1d ). Each open circle represents predictions from one courtship pair. The same pairs were used when calculating the pCorr value for each condition (GLM and 3-state GLM-HMM); filled circles represent mean +/-SD; 100 shown for visualization purposes. c. Schematic of standard HMM, which has fixed transition and emission probabilities. d. Schematic of GLM-HMM in the same format, with static probabilities replaced by dynamic ones. Example filters from the GLM are indicated with the purple and brown lines. To state 2 ("chasing") To state 3 ("whatever")
Supplementary Information
To state 1 ("close") To state 3 ("whatever")
To state 1 ("close") To state 2 ("chasing") Figure S4 . a-c. State-transition filters that predict transitions from one state to another for each feedback cue (see Fig. 1B for list of all 17 feedback cues used in this study).
Close
Chasing Whatever
Pslow Sine
Pfast song type Figure S5 . The amplitude of output filters (see Methods) for each state/output pair. Output filter amplitudes were normalized between 0 (smallest filter amplitude) and 1 (largest filter amplitude). Figure S6 . Caption on following page. Figure S6. (Continued) . a-c. Output filters for each feedback cue (see Fig. 1b ) that predict the emission of each song type for a given state. 'No song' filters are not shown as these are fixed to be constant, and song type filters are in relation to these values (see Methods). d-e. Sign of filter for each emission filter shows the same feature can be excitatory or inhibitory depending on the state. Figure S7 . a. Solitary ATR-fed P1a males produce song when exposed to the same LED stimulus used in Figure 4 . In solitary males, song production is both long-lasting and time-locked to the LED stimulus. b. ATR-fed P1a males courting a female produce significantly more (P fast ) and (P slow ) (p ¡ 0.01) across courtship but not significantly-different amounts of sine song (p = 0.5). Center lines of box plots represent median, the bottom and top edges represent the 25th and 75th percentiles (respectively). Whiskers extend to +/-2.7 times the standard deviation. All p-values from two-tailed t test. Figure S7. (Continued) . c. The probability of observing each song mode aligned to the opto stimulus shows that LED activation of flies not fed ATR does not increase song production. d. The probability of the model being in each state aligned to the opto stimulus shows that LED activation of flies not fed ATR does not change state residence. Error bars represent SEM. e-f. 'Opto' filters represent the contribution of the LED to the production of each type of song for (e) ATR+ and (f) ATR-flies. The filters for each strain and song type are not significantly different between states. g. Measuring the maximal change in state probability between LED ON and LED OFF shows that only pIP10 activation produces a significant difference between ATR+ and ATR-flies (two-tailed t test). Conditioning on which state the animal is in prior to the light being on (left, ATR-fed pIP10 flies; middle ATR-free pIP10 flies; right, ratio of ATR-fed to ATR-free state dwell time), activation of pIP10 results in an increase in the probability of being in the close state unless the animal was already in the close state. Shaded area is SEM. b. When the male was both close (<5mm) and far (> 8mm), pIP10 activation increases the probability that the animal will enter the close state. Shaded area is SEM. c. When the male was already either singing or not singing, pIP10 activation increases the probability that the animal will enter the close state. Shaded area is SEM. Figure S9 . a. Predictive performance is not significantly different between light ON and light OFF conditions for both ATR-fed and ATR-free animals (p > 0.2, two-sample t test). Performance suffers without male or female feedback cues, suggesting these state-specific features are needed to predict animal behavior (p < 1e-10, two-sample t test corrected for multiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction). Dots represent individual flies and lines are +/-SD. Figure S9. (Continued) . b. The similarity between each feedback cue and the filters for the 'close' state are subtracted by the similarity of that feedback cue to the filters for the 'chasing' state during LED activation of ATR-fed pIP10 flies. This reveals song patterning is more similar to the 'close' state than the 'chasing' state for most feedback cues. c. Animals that were not fed ATR do not show a change in the contribution of the feedback cues to being in a given state, while animals that are fed ATR do show a change in feedback cue contribution. Shaded area is SEM. d. Most aspects of the animal trajectory do not differ in response to red light when males are either fed (black) or not fed (gray) ATR food. Plotted are the six strongest contributors from (b). p-values from two-tailed t test; * represents p < 0.05, n.s. p > 0.05. Shaded area is SEM. Figure S10 . a. The transfer functions of each feedback cue when the LED is OFF (black) and when the LED is ON (red) compared to the wild-type average (dark gray). b-c. Illustration of correlation between transfer functions of two feedback cues (mFV (g) and fLS (h)) when the LED is off (top, black) and on (bottom, red) and the transfer function in each state (not the average as in Fig. 4f ). The feature is considered most similar to the state with which it has the highest correlation. d. The state transfer function that is closest to the wild-type average for each feedback cue. For instance, the mFV average is closest to the 'whatever' state and the fLS average is closest to the 'chasing' state. e-f. Same as (d), but for pIP10 flies that not fed ATR food when the LED is off (e) or on (f).
